This study outlines a question about the possibility of creation of a tool for general domain event analysis. We provide reasons for assuming that a TimeML-based event modelling could be a suitable basis for general domain event modelling. We revise and summarise Estonian efforts on TimeML analysis, both at automatic analysis and human analysis, and provide an overview of the current challenges/limitations of applying a TimeML model in an extensive corpus annotation. We conclude with a discussion on reducing complexity of the (TimeML-based) event model.
Introduction
It has been hypothesised in language comprehension research that human understanding of natural language involves a mental representation of events (situations) described in texts (Zwaan and Radvansky, 1998) . As many texts can be interpreted as stories/narratives that are decomposable into events, the hypothesis gains further support from research in communication (Fisher, 1984) and in computer science (Winston, 2011) , which emphasises the importance of the capability of understanding stories/narratives in natural language understanding. Following this, a creation of an automatic tool that analyses texts for events and their characteristics (e.g. participants and circumstances of events) can be seen as a prerequisite for applications involving text understanding, such as automatic question answering and summarisation. Furthermore, considering the vast amount of information created in online news media on daily basis, one can argue for a clear need of such tool, as it would help to provide a human intuitive overview (e.g. focusing on questions who did what, when and where?) on what is reported in online media (Vossen et al., 2014) .
Since the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) and the initiation of information extraction (IE) research, numerous works have attacked the problem from a domain-specific side, focusing on automatic analysis of specific "events of interest". Following Cunningham (2005) , this is due to automatic analysis of complex information (such as events) requires restricting focus to a specific domain (on specific events) to maintain an acceptable performance level. However, a thread of research, initiated by TimeML-a framework for time-oriented event analysis- (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) , suggests a possibility that event analysis (the annotation of events in texts) could be considered as an extensive automatic language analysis task approachable in a general domain manner, "not restricted to a specific domain" (Saurí et al., 2005) . The TimeML-driven fine-grained (word-and phrase-level) event analysis has gained increasing research interest ever since, with the analysis being conducted for different languages (Bittar, 2010; Xue and Zhou, 2010; Yaghoobzadeh et al., 2012) , tested in several text domains (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b; Bethard et al., 2012; Galescu and Blaylock, 2012) and sub-domains (Bittar, 2010) , and extended beyond time-oriented analysis and towards generic event analysis (Bejan and Harabagiu, 2008; Moens et al., 2011; Cybulska and Vossen, 2013; Fokkens et al., 2013) . However, the question whether this thread of research should lead to a creation of a tool for general-domain automatic event analysis-a tool allowing similar extensive automatic analysis as grammatical level analysis tools (partof-speech tagging, morphological analysis and syntactic parsing) allow-has not been outlined.
The current work outlines this question, revises and summarises the Estonian efforts on TimeMLbased text annotation, both on automatic annotation (Orasmaa, 2012) and human annotation (Orasmaa, 2014a; Orasmaa, 2014b) , and interprets the results in the context of creation of a tool for general domain event analysis (Orasmaa, 2016) . As the human performance (interannotator agreement) on text analysis can be seen as an upper limit for what automatic analysis can achieve, this provides an overview of current challenges/limitations of applying a TimeML model in an extensive corpus annotation. Observing these limitations, we also discuss a simplified model that could be explored in the future: a model that approximates event annotations to syntactic predicates, and focuses straightforwardly on the annotation of (temporal) relations, without the decomposition of the task. This paper has the following structure. The next section gives a very general outline to the problem of event analysis, and also the motivation to pursue the problem from the perspective of time-oriented analysis. Section 3 introduces the TimeML model, and gives reasons why it could be considered as a suitable basis for general domain event model. Section 4 gives details on the basic assumptions in TimeML markup, and also revises the Estonian experience in contrast to these assumptions. Subsections of Section 4 focus on event mention, temporal relation and temporal expression annotation. Finally, Section 5 provides a discussion on reducing the complexity of (TimeML-based) event model, and a conclusion that attempts to put the time-oriented event modelling to a broader perspective.
The Problem of Event Analysis
Although not often emphasised, "the definition of an "event" is ill-defined" in Natural Language Processing (Bracewell, 2015) , and the research progress on event analysis has been hindered by "linguistic and ontological complexity" of events (Nothman, 2013) . The struggle with the definition of "event" can also be encountered in other fields, notably in philosophy, where "there is significant disagreement concerning the precise nature" of events (Casati and Varzi, 2014) . In philosophy, important characteristics of events could be outlined, perhaps, only when contrasting events against "entities from other metaphysical categories", such as objects, facts, properties, and times (Casati and Varzi, 2014) .
Despite the lack of common theoretical understanding on the concept of event, ever-growing volumes of digital and digitised natural language texts provide a motivation to pursue the research on event analysis. As our understanding of natural language texts can be seen as residing in understanding the "eventive" meanings encoded in texts (Zwaan and Radvansky, 1998) , successes in automatic event analysis promise to open up more human-intuitive ways of automatically organising and summarising large volumes of texts, e.g. providing an overview about events described in online news media (Vossen et al., 2014) .
While choosing a strong theoretical basis for a tool for automatic analysis of events is rather difficult, one could note that there seems to be an agreement among philosophers that events are generally related to time ("events /---/ have relatively vague spatial boundaries and crisp temporal boundaries") (Casati and Varzi, 2014) . Verbsa linguistic category most commonly associated with events-often convey markers of temporal meaning at the grammatical level, e.g. Estonian verb tenses provide a general distinction between past and present. Furthermore, some influential theoretical works have generalised from lexical and grammatical properties of verbs to models of time: Reichenbach argued that tenses of verbs can be abstracted to the level of temporal relations (Reichenbach, 1947) , and Vendler proposed that verbs can be classified by their temporal properties (Vendler, 1957) . This does suggest that it is reasonable to start out approaching general domain event analysis focusing on modelling temporal characteristics of events in natural language, and this is also the approach used in the TimeML framework (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) .
TimeML as a Base Model for
General-domain Event Analysis
TimeML (and also its revised version: ISO-TimeML ) proposes a fine-grained (word-and phrase-level) approach to event analysis: firstly, event-denoting words, such as verbs (e.g. meet), nouns (e.g. meeting) and adjectives (e.g. (be) successful), and temporal expressions (such as on 1st of February or from Monday morning) are annotated in text, and then, temporal relations holding between events, and also between events and temporal expressions are marked. For example, a TimeML annotation would formalise that the sentence "After the meeting, they had a lunch at a local gourmet restaurant" expresses temporal precedence: the event of meeting happened before the event of lunch.
One can argue that TimeML's approach is a particularly suitable basis for a general-domain event analysis for the following reasons:
• TimeML's event is "simply something that can be related to another event or temporal expression", and, given this very generic definition, a TimeML-compliant event representation could be used for "different genres, styles, domains, and applications" (Pustejovsky et al., 2010);
• In TimeML, only a word that best represents the event is annotated in text (Xue and Zhou, 2010) , without the full mark up / analysis of event's argument structure (except timerelated arguments: temporal expressions). Following Cunningham (2005) , there is a trade-off between an event model's complexity and its general applicability: an accurate automatic analysis of an event's complex argument structure requires focusing on a specific domain; however, TimeML's lightweight commitment to modelling argument structure does suggest a possibility that an accurate analysis could be extended beyond specific domains;
• TimeML follows a principle that in case of complex syntactic structures, only the head of a construction is annotated as an event mention (Saurí et al., 2009 ). As Robaldo et al. (2011) argue, this makes it particularily feasible to build TimeML annotations upon (dependency) syntactic structures. In case of a successful grounding of event annotations on syntactic structures, one could inherit the general domain analysis capabilities from a syntactic analysis;
• The extensions and derivations of TimeML event model indicate its potential as a generic event model. For instance, TimeML-based event models have been enriched with additional relations holding between events, such as subevent and causal relations (Bejan and Harabagiu, 2008) and spatial relations (Pustejovsky et al., 2011) . A TimeMLderived model has been extended with other generic arguments, referring to participants and locations of events, resulting in a four component event model (expressing semantics: who did what, when and where?) (Fokkens et al., 2013; Cybulska and Vossen, 2013) .
Considering the aforementioned reasons, we assumed in this work that a TimeML model is a suitable basis for developing a general domain event analysis tool.
Estonian Experience
In the next subsections, we will discuss the Estonian experience on adapting the TimeML annotation framework. Data and experimental results we use as a basis are from Estonian TimeMLannotated corpus (Orasmaa, 2014b; Orasmaa, 2014a) . 1 The corpus has the following characteristics important to our study:
• The corpus is fully annotated by three independent annotators (2 annotators per text), thus it can be used for retrospective interannotator agreement studies. Human agreements on analysis indicate the possible upper limits that automatic analysis could achieve;
• The corpus builds upon manually corrected morphological and dependency syntactic annotations of Estonian Dependency Treebank (Muischnek et al., 2014) , thus it can be used for studying how well event annotations can be grounded on (gold standard) grammatical annotations;
• The corpus is compiled from news domain texts and covers different sub-genres of news, including local and foreign news, sports, and economy news. Given the heterogeneity of news texts, we assume the corpus is varied enough for using it as a testbed for a general domain event modelling;
In the current work, the inter-annotator agreement experiments on the corpus are revised, and the results are interpreted in the context of creation of a tool for general domain event analysis.
In addition, we also discuss Estonian experience on automatic temporal expression tagging: we contrast the Estonian results (Orasmaa, 2012) with the state-of-the-art results in English, and open up a discussion on the theoretical scope of TimeML's concept of temporal expression.
The Annotation of Event Mentions
Assumptions. TimeML assumes that before one can capture semantics of events in text, e.g. the temporal ordering of events and the placement on a timeline, one needs to establish a consistent event mention annotation, upon which semantic relation annotation can be built. At the linguistic level, the range of potential event-denoting units is assumed to be wide, covering "tensed or untensed verbs, nominalizations, adjectives, predicative clauses, or prepositional phrases" (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) .
When examining more closely, however, one could note that TimeML's modelling of events is leaning towards the verb category. Firstly, the guidelines (Saurí et al., 2009) instruct to mark up surface-grammatical attributes for characterising the event, and most of these attributes describe verb-related (or verb phrase related) properties (e.g. tense, aspect 2 , polarity, or modality). For instance, the attribute modality indicates whether the event mention is in the scope of a modal auxiliary, such as may, must, should. Secondly, if we make a rough generalisation from English TimeML annotation guidelines (Saurí et al., 2006; Saurí et al., 2009) , with an admitted loss of some specific details, it appears that: 1) most of the annotation of non-verb event mentions focuses on nouns, adjectives and pre-positions; 2) out of the three parts-ofspeech, only noun annotations cover a wide range of syntactic positions, as event mention annotations on adjectives and prepositions are limited to predicative complement positions.
Considering this rough outline of the TimeML event model, it is interesting to ask, how well does one extend the annotation of event mentions beyond the category of verbs, which could be considered as a "prototypical" category for event mentions. The Estonian TimeML-annotated corpus allows us to examine this question more closely.
Estonian experience. The Estonian TimeML annotation project aimed for a relatively extensive event mention annotation, attempting to maximise the coverage on syntactic contexts interpretable as "eventive". The corpus was created on top of a gold standard grammatical annotations, and it contains (independent) annotations of three different human annotators. Thus, the corpus allows to take out grammatically constrained subsets of event mention annotations, and to study the interannotator agreements on these subsets. Table 1 shows how the inter-annotator agree-2 Note that not all languages have the grammatical aspect as a property of the verb, and this is also the case with Estonian. ment and the coverage on event mention annotations changes when the annotations are extended beyond prototypically "eventive" syntactic contexts. The highest agreement, F1-score 0.982, was obtained in covering syntactic predicates with event mention annotations. The syntactic predicate consists of the root node of the syntactic tree (mostly a finite verb), and, in some cases, also its dependents: an auxiliary verb (in case of negation) or a finite verb (e.g. in case of modal verb constructions, where an infinite verb dominates the modal finite verb). The agreement remained relatively high (F1-score 0.943) if all verbs, regardless of their syntactic function, were allowed to be annotated as event mentions. However, including part-of-speech categories other than verbs in the event model caused decrease in agreements, and the largest decrease (F1-score falling to 0.832) was noted if nouns were included as event mentions. The high-agreement model (verbs as event mentions) covered only ∼65% of all event mentions annotated, and obtaining a high coverage (more than 90% of all event annotations) required the inclusion of the problematic noun category in the model.
Enriching Event Annotations: Providing
Temporal Relation Annotations
Assumptions. Temporal semantics of events in text can be conveyed both by explicit and implicit means. Main explicit temporality indicators are verb tense, temporal relationship adverbials (e.g. before, after or until), and explicit time-referring expressions (e.g. on Monday at 3 p.m.). The interpretation of implicit temporal information usually requires world knowledge (e.g. knowledge about typical ordering of events), and/or applying temporal inference (inferring new relations based on existing ones). It is stated that the ultimate goal of TimeML annotation is to capture/encode all temporal relations in text, "regardless of whether the relation is explicitly signaled or not" ). The TempEval-1 and TempEval-2 evaluation campaigns Verhagen et al., 2010) have approached this goal by dividing the task into smaller subtasks, and by providing systematic (relatively extensive in the coverage) annotations for these subtasks. Notably in Table 1 : How the annotation coverage and inter-annotator agreement (F1-score) changed when extending EVENT annotations beyond (syntactic predicates and) verbs. Gold standard grammatical annotations were used as a guide in selecting subsets of EVENT annotations provided by three independent human annotators, and inter-annotator agreements and coverages (of all EVENT annotations provided by the annotators) were measured on these subsets. This is a revised version of the experiment firstly reported by Orasmaa (2014b).
TempEval-2, the relation annotations were guided by syntactic relations, e.g. one of the subtasks required the identification of temporal relations between two events in all contexts where one event mention syntactically governed another.
Estonian experience. Following the TempEval-2 (Verhagen et al., 2010) example, the Estonian TimeML annotation project split the temporal relation annotation into syntactically guided subtasks, and attempted to provide a relatively extensive/systematic annotation in these subtasks. However, the resulting inter-annotator agreements showed that approaching the task in this way is very difficult: on deciding the type of temporal relation, the observed agreement was 0.474, and the chance-corrected agreement (Cohen's kappa) was even lower: 0.355. Still, the systematic coverage of the temporal annotations and the availability of gold standard syntactic annotations enabled us to investigate whether there existed grammatically constrained subsets of annotations exhibiting higher than average agreements. It was hypothesised that the human agreements were affected by explicit temporal cues: verb tenses encoded in morphology and temporal expressions syntactically governed by verb event mentions 4 . Table 2 shows how the quality of temporal relation annotation, measured in terms of the proportion of VAGUE relations used by annotators and the inter-annotator agreement, was affected by the presence of these explicit temporal cues. Table 2 : How presence of explicit temporal cues affected the quality of manual temporal relation annotation. The quality was measured in terms of the proportion of VAGUE relations used by annotators, and the average inter-annotator agreement (accuracy and Cohen's kappa) on specifying temporal relation type. This is a revised version of the experiment firstly reported by Orasmaa (2014a) .
EVENT
The results showed that the presence of temporal expressions contributed most to the interannotator agreements: the observed agreement rose to 0.607 (kappa to 0.476), and the usage of VAGUE relations dropped to 4.04% (from 21.1%). The morphologically encoded verb tense, however, provided to be an ambiguous indicator of temporal semantics: simple past contributed to making temporal relations more clearer for annotators, while the present tense contributed to increased temporal vagueness. This can be explained by the Estonian simple past serving mostly a single function-expressing what happened in the past-, while the present tense is conventionally used to express temporal semantics of present, future, recurrence, and genericity.
Annotation of Temporal Expressions
Assumptions. Temporal expressions are usually seen as an important part of event's structure, providing answers to questions such as when did the event happen (e.g. on 2nd of February or on Monday morning), how long did the event last (e.g. six hours), or how often did the event happened (e.g. three times a week)?
The research on temporal expression (TIMEX) annotation has a long tradition, starting along side with named entity recognition in the MUC competitions (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007) , where the focus was mainly on mark-up of temporal expression phrases, and leading to the annotation schemes TIMEX2 (Ferro et al., 2005 ) and TimeML's TIMEX3 (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) , where, in addition to the mark-up, also expressions' semantics are represented in a uniform format. The representation of semantics (normalisation) in TIMEX2 and TIMEX3 builds upon a calendric time representation from the ISO 8601:1997 standard. It allows to encode meanings of common date and time expressions (such as on 20th of May, last Wednesday, or 12 minutes after midday), as well as meanings of calendric expressions with fuzzy temporal boundaries (e.g. in the summer of 2014, or at the end of May), and generic references to past, present or future (e.g. recently or now). The TimeML scheme assumes a relatively clear separation between temporal expressions and event mentions, with the encoding of semantics of temporal expressions being considered as a straightforward task, while the encoding of semantics of event expressions being considered a complex task of involving mark-up of events, temporal expressions, and temporal relations connecting them.
From the practical point of view, the TimeML TIMEX3 scheme has proven to be relatively successful if one considers performance levels of automatic approaches. A recent evaluation of automatic temporal expression tagging in news domain, TempEval-3 evaluation exercise (UzZaman et al., 2013) , reports 90.32% as the highest F1-score on detecting temporal expressions in English (82.71% as the highest F1-score for detection with strict phrase boundaries), and 77.61% as the highest F1-score on the task involving both detection and normalisation of expressions.
Estonian experience. A large-scale evaluation of an Estonian TimeML-based automatic temporal expression tagger was reported by Orasmaa (2012) . We took the results on the news portion of that evaluation (a corpus in size of approximately 49,000 tokens and 1,300 temporal expressions), and recalculated precisions and recalls as TempEval-3 compatible F1-scores. The resulting scores are in the Table 3 . The results indicate that the performance levels on automatic temporal expression tagging in English (UzZaman et al., 2013) and Estonian compare rather well. Although the evaluation settings are not fully comparable, the initial comparison confirms the potential of the TimeML's TIMEX3 scheme in enabling high accuracy general domain automatic temporal expression tagging across different languages. From the theoretical point of view, however, we note that there is a room for a discussion on how well the informationextraction-oriented approach of TimeML scheme covers the language phenomenon.
The Grammar of Estonian (Erelt et al., 1993) describes a linguistic category similar to TimeML's temporal expressions: temporal adverbials. Temporal adverbials also express occurrence times, durations and recurrences. While Marşic (2012) states that temporal expressions form "the largest subclass" of temporal adverbials, we note that in addition to the large overlap, the two categories also have notable differences. Temporal adverbials in The Grammar of Estonian are syntactically restricted to sentence constituents that modify the meaning of the main verb or the sentence. Temporal expressions, on the other hand, are not restricted to the syntactic role of an adverbial, e.g. they can also modify the meaning of a single constituent in the sentence, such as the expression today in the phrase today's meeting. Semantically, the class of temporal adverbials in The Grammar of Estonian is open: it also includes time expressions with no explicit calendric information (such as in a stressful era) and event-denoting time expressions (such as since the congress). This contrasts to TimeML's information extraction perspective that restricts the focus mainly on temporal expressions conveying calendric information.
Discussion
TimeML proposes a compositional approach to event analysis: first event mentions should be identified in text, and then, temporal semantics of the events should be encoded via markup of temporal relations.
It can be argued that temporal annotation in TimeML is inherently a very complex task, even for humans (Marşic, 2012) , and that a high consistency in the process may not come from a single effort, but rather from an iterative annotation development process. An iteration in this process involves modelling the phenomenon, annotating texts manually according to the model, performing machine learning experiments on the annotations, and finally revising both the model and the machine learning algorithms before starting a new iteration (Pustejovsky and Moszkowicz, 2012; Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012) . However, the aforementioned strategy may still not be sufficient to tackle the problem, as one could humbly remind that problems related to natural language understanding "have not been studied in linguistics nor anywhere else in the systematic way that is required to develop reliable annotation schemas" (Zaenen, 2006) .
Reversing the compositional approach of TimeML, we can argue that a perceivable presence of explicit temporal information is actually one important indicator of "eventiveness": that one can interpret text units as "event mentions" with a high degree of certainty only in contexts that allow to place events reliably on a time-line or temporally order with respect to each other. However, the Estonian experience on manual annotation indicates these contexts are not pervasive in news texts, like the grammatically analysable contexts are. Rather, the evidence shows that higher than average consistency can be obtained only in certain syntactic contexts characterised by explicit temporal cues, such as temporal expressions and past-indicating verb tenses. This calls for a discussion for an alternative modeling of events, with the aim of reducing the complexity of the model. Studies of narratology propose that the semantics of events have a lot to do with events' relations to other events. One could even go as far as to argue that events "become meaningful" only "in series", and "it is pointless to consider whether or not an isolated fact is an event" (Bal, 1997) . This suggests that the perspective that considers a single event as an atomic unit for analysis could be revised, and events could be analysed in series from the beginning. A minimal unit to be annotated/detected would then be a pair of events connected by a relation, e.g. by a temporal or a causal relation. Note that while the ultimate aim of TimeML is capturing temporal relations, because of the decomposition of the task, someone employing the framework could easily get stuck with the problems of event mention annotation (e.g. how to reliably ground the concept of event at the grammatical level), and may be hindered from reaching temporal relation annotation. A simpler annotation model could focus directly on annotation of relations between text units, without the decomposition of annotations into events and relations. Before the creation of TimeML, a similar idea was proposed by Katz and Arosio (2001) , who did not use event annotation and simply marked temporal relations on verbs in their annotation project. The Estonian annotation experience also showed a high inter-annotator agreement on verbs as event mentions, and the highest agreement on syntactic predicates (main verbs). This suggests that syntactic predicates could be a reasonable (although, admittedly, very rough) approximation for event mentions, and the simple model involving mark-up of relations on syntactic predicates could be the first one to be de-veloped and tested out in a general domain analysis, before developing more complex models, e.g. adding nouns as event mentions. Lefeuvre-Halftermeyer et al. (2016) make a similar proposal to "characterize eventualities not at the text level, but on the syntactic structures of a treebank", i.e. to mark nodes in a syntactic tree as event mentions. The benefit would be that the syntactic structure would already approximate the event structure, and (to an extent) would provide an access to event's arguments without the need for an explicit markup of event-argument relations. However, the authors do not discuss reducing the complexity of the event model, which, in our view, would also be worth experimenting with. Focusing straightforwardly on the annotation of relations could enable more simple designs both for human annotation and machine learning experiments, which, in turn, could foster more experimentation and, hopefully, improvements on the current results.
In the markup of temporal relations, the Estonian experience showed increased agreements and also less vagueness in the contexts of temporal expressions. As the results of automatic temporal expression tagging in Estonian (reported in Table 3) were also rather encouraging, indicating that satisfactory practical performance levels (95% and above) may not be very far from the reach, one could argue for focusing future temporal relation annotation efforts on contexts with temporal expressions, taking advantage of their high accuracy pre-annotation.
However, contrasting TimeML-compatible temporal expressions with temporal adverbials distinguished in Estonian grammatical tradition revealed that the TIMEX (TIMEX2, TIMEX3) annotation standards have been, to a large extent, "optimised" for capturing "calendric" temporal expressions, i.e. expressions whose semantics can be modeled in the calendar system. A syntaxbased view suggests that TimeML's temporal expressions do not cover non-calendric temporal references and also event mentions appearing in the syntactic positions of temporal adverbials. Instead, event mentions in TimeML are considered as markables clearly separable from temporal expressions.
If we are to step back, and attempt to put the problem in a broader philosophical context, we may note that historically, (calendric) temporal expressions also originate from event mentions. They refer to "major cyclic events of the human natural environment on earth", such as "the alternation of light and dark, changes in the shape of the moon, and changes in the path of the sun across the sky (accompanied by marked climatic differences)" (Haspelmath, 1997) . One could say that (driven by the need for expressing time) the natural language has developed rather systematic and relatively unambiguous ways for expressing "calendric events".
This may also offer an explanation why the task of generic event analysis is so difficult to establish-compared to the task of analysing "calendric events" / temporal expressions. Temporal expression tagging builds on the part of human language usage that is already systematic, as it is based on a well-defined conventional system of time-keeping. Yet, it is still an open question whether there is a similar convention of expressing "events in general" in natural language, upon which a systematic general-domain event analyser can be built. While tending towards answering this question, we believe that it is also worthwhile to revise the existing event models for their complexity, and to test out simpler models building straightforwardly on the syntactic structure, and centring them on the explicit temporal cues available in texts.
